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This week 
Our Special Guest today 

is a mystery.  Lion 1VP 
Dave TAPIE sent out re-
quests for a speaker and a 
woman called his phone 
and left a message that 
“Jim” would be her.  Un-
fortunately, she didn’t 
leave a name or phone 
number, so Lion Dave is 
unable to provide more in-
formation. 

Whoever this Jim, let’s 
sign him up.  He’s real Noontimer material. 

 

Last week 
David A. Hansen, District Manager for the County 

of Ventura Division of Building and Safety, dropped 
by to talk about his hobby: Emergency Preparedness.  
With the very real threat of earthquake, tsunami, fire, 
flood, landslide and terrorism, all of us need to think 
about what we are going to do in an emergency.  
David keeps a kit with 3 days of food and water in all 
his cars, has designated meeting places in case the 

family isn’t together when 
the emergency hits and lots 
of supplies at his house.   
This was a timely and inter-
esting program. 
 

Next week 
It’s the day you have all be 
waiting for.  Next week is 
the installation when we get 
to ceremoniously throw out 
the jerks who have been 
running the Noontimers into 
the ground and replace them 

with even bigger jerks who will perform the ruination 
even faster. 

 

Winners 
Lion Sig ASKVIK has Free Fines today, while 

Lion P Will BERG is our Greeter.  Lion D Ross OL-
NEY pocketed the $15 Attendance Prize last week, so 
Lion Byron WEDEMEYER will only grab $5 if he 
show up today.  In the Mad Marble Malarkey, Lion 
TT Tom CONTRARES attempted to garner the entire 
$221.50 (as TT he doesn’t have to pay fines), but jus-

 



tice prevailed and Lion Carlos 
MARTINEZ’ words turned 
prophetic. 

 

Installation 
The Installation is next week 

at our regular meeting. Your 
BE knows you have been wait-
ing for this event, because two 
Noontimers have asked me if 
today was the installation and I 
had to correct them.   

This should be a great event.  
Lion 1VP (incoming P) Dave 
TAPIE thought we could have 
a less expensive event, put it at 
the regular time so we’d have better attendance and 
then use the event to attract new members.   

Be sure to sign up and let Lion Dave know how 
many are going to eat so he can let catering know. 

 

Notes on Emergency Preparedness 
David Hansen sent out a PDF on his presentation, 

which you can request via email to Lion 1VP Dave 
TAPIE.  Here are some highlights: 

A 7.8 magnitude quake, which California has suf-
fered several times in outlying areas, could easily hit 
metropolitan LA — in fact we are overdue. 

Estimates are that such a quake would cause 
1,800 deaths, 50,000 injuries with 225,000 people 
displaced.  In addition 1,600 fires will threaten a 
1906 San Francisco earthquake/fire scenario as the 
number of fires would be more than the collective 
fire departments could handle even without the 
quake.  Add in the disruption of the quake (freeways 
and roads closed by bridge collapses, etc.) and things 
could get out of hand quite quickly. 

At a minimum you need to be able to survive for 
3 days, and more than a week is possible, without 
food, water, electricity, gasoline or other provisions 

from external sources.  Are you 
prepared? 
We don’t have space here to 
cover all the things you need to 
do to prepare for an event.  Get 
the PDF from Lion Dave, view it 
and put his suggestions into prac-
tice. 
 
 
 

June 19th ______ Installation at regular meeting 
June 24 _______ Bored Meeting:  Lion D Todd REHANEK’s house, 6 PM (Incoming & Outgoing Boreds Required to Attend) 

calendar 


